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About the organization
Keolis is a leading shared mobility company that operates
public transport networks on behalf of 300 transport

Carroll added that "the software

authorities around the world. Keolis operates in 16

is invaluable for audit reviews.

countries across four continents. Being an expert in
multimodality, it partners with public policymakers who
want to make mobility an asset for their communities.

The Business Challenge
IT admins at Keolis had to generate numerous reports on various aspects of Active Directory (AD). This was a
time-consuming activity as they were relying on PowerShell scripts.
Another challenge they faced was getting complete information about the AD distribution groups and security
groups, along with their nested groups.

How AD360 addressed the issue
By implementing AD360's AD management module, admins at Keolis were able to generate AD reports for a
wide variety of requirements in a single click. According to Laura Carroll, network specialist at Keolis, AD360 has
helped them generate reports "quickly and easily without having to write scripts or even know how to use
Powershell."

Carroll added that "the software is invaluable for audit reviews."
Carroll also added that with AD360's comprehensive reporting feature, they can "quickly access detailed group
members across the domain." This feature has helped Keolis generate comprehensive membership information
about speciﬁc AD groups as well as all nested members by using recursive queries.

About AD360
AD360 is an integrated identity and access management (IAM) solution for managing user identities, governing
access to resources, enforcing security, and ensuring compliance. From user provisioning, self-service password
management, and Active Directory change monitoring, to single sign-on (SSO) for enterprise applications,
AD360 helps you perform all your IAM tasks with a simple, easy-to-use interface.
AD360 provides all these functionalities for Windows Active Directory, Exchange Servers, and Ofﬁce 365. With
AD360, you can just choose the modules you need and start addressing IAM challenges across on-premises,
cloud, and hybrid environments from within a single console.

